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The generalization error of the Bayes optimal classification algorithm when learning a perceptron
from noise-free random training examples is calculated exactly using methods of statistical mechanics.
It is shown that if an assumption of replica symmetry is made, then, in the thermodynamic limit, the error of the Bayes optimal algorithm is less than the error of a canonical stochastic learning algorithm, by
a factor approaching J2 as the ratio of the number of training examples to perceptron weights grows. In
addition, it is shown that approximations to the generalization error of the Bayes optimal algorithm can
be achieved by learning algorithms that use a two-layer neural net to learn a perceptron.
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Extending a line of research initiated by Gardner,
exceptional progress has been made in recent years in
applying the methods of statistical mechanics to the
analysis of the process of learning from random examples, as exemplified in the learning algorithms used to
train neural networks. Recent work ' has focused on
quantifying the generalization performance of learning
algorithms. This is the probability that the learning algorithm will predict correctly the classification of a new
random input, after it has seen a certain number of random classified inputs, called training examples.
Most neural-net learning algorithms make predictions
on novel inputs by selecting a hypothesis, represented by
couplings or "synaptic" ~eights of a neural network, that
performs well on the training examples. A canonical algorithm of this type, which we call the Boltzmann algorithm, was studied in Refs. 7-9. Here we apply similar
methods from statistical physics to study a different type
of learning algorithm, namely, the Bayes optimal classiftcati on algorithm
The performance of any learning algorithm will demappend on the target function, i.e., the input-output
ping to be learned. In the Bayesian approach, variability
in the selection of the target function is modeled by assuming an a priori probability distribution over possible
target functions. One then seeks a learning algorithm
that will give the best average generalization
performance on target functions selected according to this a
This is what the Bayes optimal
priori distribution.
classification algorithm does. The performance of the
Bayes algorithm provides the natural standard against
which other algorithms may be compared.
In this Letter we derive expressions for the average
generalization performance for both the Bayes algorithm
and the Boltzmann algorithm for the simplest neural network: the single-layer perceptron. Let N denote the dimension of the input space, m the number of training exsuch
amples, and a =rn/N. We show that as m, N
that a remains constant, the probability of misclassification after m random training examples for the Boltz-

~

is a factor of J2 from the optimal performance of the Hayes algorithm, asymptotically as e becomes large.
It turns out that the Hayes algorithm is difticult to implement on a neural network, so we also look at a series
of learning algorithms that approximate the performance
of the Bayes algorithm. These algorithms use a neural
network with a layer of n hidden units between the input
and output, for n = 1, 3, 5, . . . , where the output node
takes a majority of the hidden units. For n =1, we get
the Boltzmann algorithm, and as n
~, performance of
these algorithms approaches the Hayes optimal.
In the simple binary-classification learning problem we
consider, one tries to learn a target function
that
maps from a set A' (input space) into f —1, +11. Here
we take X to be the N-dimensional space of real vectors
and consider each component x(i) of x E A to be the
state of an input node for a neural network on input x.
Each possible setting of the vector of weights w in the
neural network defines a classification function f„- from
Xto [ —I, +11. For the single-layer perceptron

mann algorithm

f*

),

f„-(x) =sgn(w x/JN

where we restrict the weight vector to the sphere w. w
=N. Learning a perceptron was investigated by various
authors. '
We look at a simple model of learning
where we assume that the function
can be learned
=f„-* for some
perfectly by the neural network, i.e. ,
weight vector w*. We will call w* the target vector.
In the process of learning we assume that a target vector w* is selected at random and a sequence of inputs
x
Noise-free
(x] x2 x3, . . . ) is selected at random.
classification labels a =(crt, cr2, cr3, . . . ) are generated
by ot, =f„-.( )x, tk=1, 2, . . . . Given only training exa ) and input x
amples (x~, r~)c, (xq, r )c, . . ,
the learning algorithm must predict the label o. + ~. The
generalization error e(m) of the learning algorithm is
the probability that it predicts wrong, as a function of
the training size m.
For now, let us assume that the input sequence x is

' ''
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fixed and the only randomization is over the choice of the
target vector w, which is chosen according to an a
dp(w*). Let V (w*) = iw: f„-(xk)
density
priori
=f-*(xk), for k =I, . . . , m1, i. e. , the set of all weight
vectors that are consistent with the first m training examples. This is called the version space in the artificial
intelligence literature. ' The volume of the version space
is its measure under dp, i.e. ,
V„, (w*) =

g,

, dp

the subsequent calculations we can remove this asymmetry by replacing the average over targets by an
equivalent average over all possible labelings o"'=(cr~,
Let P(o"') =P„,(w*) and
crq, . . . , o.„, ) 6 f+ II"'.
V(o"') = V„, (w*), when oi, =f„-*(xl,-) for all k = I,
. . . , m. We define P(o"') =S and V(o"') =0 if the labels in cr"' cannot be generated by any weight vector.
Then, since V(o"'+') is the prior probability of the label
sequence u"'+ ',

(w) .

eaoiiz(x"" ')

In order to make its prediction on the input x„, + ~, the
Boltzmann algorithm uses a hypothesis w chosen at random according to the posterior density on the weight
space, given the first m training examples. This density
is zero everywhere except on the version space 2 (w*),
where it is equal to the prior density dp(w) divided by
the normalizing constant V„, (w ). This procedure is the
zero-temperature
limit of the stochastic learning algorithm discussed in Refs. 7 and 9. The algorithm makes
the correct prediction if w is in the set 7„,+ (w ). Thus
for fixed target w*, the probabi1ity of making the correct
prediction is given by the ratio V + (w*)/V„, (w*). A
similar formulation has been obtained in Ref. 13. The
average generalization error of this algorithm, when w*
is chosen at random by dp(w*), but the first m+ I in+' =(x~, . . . , x +~) are fixed, is thus given by
puts x
) =&I Vm+i(w )/Vm(w ))„-~,
eao~«(x
(I)

~m+I C

~

where

8(x)

is the unit

x ~ 0, 8(x) =0 if x

(

*=
(w )/V„, (w*)))„—

step function,

i.e. ,

8(x) = I

m+

V(~""') [I —V(~""')/V(~"') ] .

~

I

g

V(o'

g f+ ]J m+I

+')8(1 —2V(o'"'+')/V(o'"')),

quence learning of algorithms

Note that when learning a perceptron, the hypothesis
used by the Bayes algorithm cannot itself be represented
by a perceptron. However, we can construct a network
with one hidden layer for which the average error converges to e8,. ~„as n, the number of units in the hidden
layer, goes to infinity. To do this we train an odd number n of perceptrons independently using the Boltzmann
algorithm and make them hidden units. Each hiddenunit output cr(i), i = I, . . . , n, is passed to a fixed output
perceptron that computes the majority function o
=sgnlg, "=~a(i)l as the final output. For a fixed target
vector w, the probability that k perceptrons make the
right prediction on x + i and n —k make the wrong prediction is then given by the binomial distribution ap
=(k) Y„",(I —Y
with Y = Y (w*) = V +~ (w )/
V (w*). Thus the error of the majority vote becomes
~ it is easy to see that this expression
Pf"=io aq. As n
converges to 8(1 —2Y (w*)) for all Y A —, Taking
the expectation with respect to w we recover the generalization error of the Hayes algorithm from (3). By
varying the number n of hidden units, this defines a se-

with generalization

errors

In the following we now assume that the instances
. . are drawn independently at random from an
N-dimensional probability distribution. In particular, we
assume that for each i and
where 1
N, the
Cartesian components xk(i) and xi, (j) of xi, , k=1,
2, . . . , are independent identically distributed random
variables with zero mean and covariance C;~. For each
error for the n-hiddenn, the average generalization
unit learning
is e„(m ) = (e„(x"'+' ) )„+i,
algorithm
where ()„+i denotes the average over the random selection of x), . . . , x„, +).
This average can be calculated from the positive integer moments of the random variable V„, . These are
xf x2 x3 .

~i, j ~

j,

Z,

y(m, r) =«Y„",(x +', w'))„-*)„.+

'.
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(3)

if

D.

)",

(2)

'

where ( )„-* denotes integration over dp(w"*).
The present formulation treats integrations over w and
averages over w* in a nonsymmetric way. To facilitate

+') =(8(l —2V

j+ II m+I

If the goal is to maximize the probability of a correct
prediction, it turns out that the Boltzmann algorithm is
not the best algorithm to use. The best possible prediction for (7„,+~ would be obtained by calculating the total
posterior probability, given the first m training examples,
of all w's that would predict +1 on x„, +~ and compare
this with the corresponding posterior probability for —1.
One then chooses the output with largest posterior probability, which clearly maximizes the probability of a
correct prediction. This is known as the Bayes optimal
classification algorithm or Bayes algorithm
It is als. o
called the weighted majority algorithm. '
Using the Bayes algorithm, an error occurs only if,
for the actual output cx„+I, the corresponding volume
V(o"'+') turns out to be the smaller of the two possible
subvolumes of the mth version space V(o"'), i. e. , only if
V(o"'+') —, V(cr"') Thus . the average generalization
error, when the target vector is drawn at random but
x"'+' is fixed, is given by

~

e, „(x
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Vr+ I ( m+1

I~

m+1)

'„,

o'

(4)

m+1
V (x
)
='0, 1, 2, . . . . (Here we have also added the explicit
dependence of V„, and V on the inputs x~, . . . , x, +~ to

hi+I

f«r

g

]In+I
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our notation. )
For the perceptron,
Irr+1( nt+) m+1)
r+1

=

~, and almost all w„
that for N
the weighted inputs to the ath perceptron u, =w, . x//JN obey the central limit theorem, i. e. ,
they become Gaussian distributed with zero mean and
finite covariance Q, b =N '(w, Cwb), for 1
a, b r
+1. When the weight vectors w, are drawn randomly
by dp(w), Q =[Q„b} is an r+1 by r+1 matrix-valued
random variable.
Under the Gaussian assumption we can carry out the
average over the (m+1)st input in (4) and its two possible outputs o. +1= ~ 1 explicitly. The remaining sum
over the first m output can again be reinterpreted as an
average over the targets. The result can be written as
dp

a

1gd„(
a=1

nr+1r+1

.) Q Qe(( „k),/JV),
/.

w„a

=(2(2e) '

'

(detg)

where we define the auxiliary Q average
a

/=b dg, f([g, })e([g }).

The density

't'

ti de, ettp

2

a=1

(f([g,b} ))g for

dp wa

~

ab

(5)

ahab

&a

a, b

a function

Q

f as

—ttt '(w. Cwt)))

density, averaged over all target
vectors and training inputs, for the r(r+1)/2 weighted
inner products Q, b of r+1 vectors w, taken randomly
from the posterior distribution after the first m training
examples.
To calculate the limit y(a, r) of y(m, r) as m, N
with a =m/N, we make the crucial assumption of replica
symmetry. ' This means that for any pair a, b of distinct
replicas, and for a typical sequence of labels, N
&(w, Cwb) becomes self-averaging, i.e. , nonfluctuating,
and converges to a fixed single order parameter Q) (a),
which only depends on the probability distributions of x
and w*. Replacing also the diagonal elements Q„by
is the

~

r+1

r+)

1

are such

=1, . . . , r+1,

~

=1 a=1

which can be interpreted as the probability that r+1 in=1, . . . , r+1, of the
dependent random replicas
network weights represent functions that all give the
same outputs o. 1, . . . , a„, +1 on inputs x1, . . . , x, +1.
To enable the calculation of y(m, r) for large N we assume that the distribution of instances and the density

y(m, r)
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)

joint probability

By eliminating

DtH" +'(ty( a))
(6)
y(a, r) =2
't
—
with Dt =(2tr)
exp( t /2) and H(z) =f, Dt.
Before calculating q(a) for a specific distribution of
inputs and prior measure dp(w), we derive a general reLet ea, )„(a) denote the
lation between ea, i&, and ea.
with a=m/N, and similimit of ea, )&, (m) as m, N
larly for ea,„~„(a). From (1), (3), and (6) we get

„„„.
~

r

Dt

H(ty(a))8[1 —2H(ty(a))] =tr

'

q one arrives at the result
1

ea„,

~„(a) = tr

the value Qp(a), the whole average in (5) reduces to the
value at Q, b =Q) (a) and Q =Qp(a), respectively.
Let
and
q(a) =Q) (a)/Qp(a)
y(a) =[q(a)/[I
—q(a)]} 't . Inserting the replica-symmetric ansatz into
(5), one finally obtains

Dt[H(ty(a)) —H (ty(a))] =tr 'arccos[q(a)],

ea, )i, (a) =2)

ea„),(a) =2~

I

'

arccos [cos

'

bea, )«(a) l} .

For large a, i.e., small generalization error, the ratio
eaoi)z(a)/ea, . „„(a) converges to J2. On the other hand,
for a=0, both algorithms have generalization error 0. 5,
which is equivalent to random guessing. However, as a
grows positive, the error of the Bayes algorithm drops
much faster from its random guessing value than the error of the Boltzmann algorithm. For small a we have
0.5 —ea„&„(a) [tr[0. 5 —ea, )„(a)]}' . In Fig. 1 we

=

display ea.„„„(a)together with the corresponding results
for e„(a) for n =3, 7, 21 as a function of ea, )iz(a).
In the case of perceptrons with discrete weights our result holds down to a critical value of ea )'i (a), below
which a discontinuous transition to perfect generalization

(7)
'

arccos[[q(a)]

ea, ~i, (a) =0 is known to take place.

'

Finally, we give results for a uniform spherical distribution of the inputs, i.e. , C;~ =6;~, and corresponding
uniform spherical prior distribution on the target vector
w* (see Fig. 2). In this case the order parameter q beparamecomes identical to the usual Edwards-Anderson
ter. ' It naturally appears in the calculation of the average entropy S(m) =((JnV„, (x"', w*))„-e)„.
For the spherical distributions this has been calculated
in Ref. 7. As the result one finds q(a) by extremizing

s(a) =

=

lim
'

—,

S(m)/N

in[1

+2a

—q(a)]+ q(a)
—,

Dt

H(ty(a))ln[H(ty(a))l

.
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FIG. 2. Generalization errors of the n-hidden-unit network
with majority output as a function of a for n =1,3, 7, ~, assuming a spherically symmetric distribution on target vectors and
inputs. The dashed line is the error of the Hebbian rule as obtained in Ref. 6. The case n =1 (highest solid curve) was recently calculated in Ref. 7 and corresponds to the Boltzmann
algorithm. The case n =~ (lowest solid curve) corresponds to
the Bayes optimal algorithm.

Plugging this value of q(a) into (7) and (8), and solv0.62/a and
we find that Ea n (a)
ing numerically,
The asymptotic gen44/a as a goes to
ea, „„(a)
eralization error of the deterministic learning algorithm
deterthat finds the hypothesis of "optimal stability,
mined to be
57/a in Ref. 10, lies between these
values. As a approaches 0, the deviation 0.5 —ea,. „„(a)
of the error of the Bayes algorithm from purely random
which has infinite slope at
(2a/tr )
guessing is
0; =0, whereas for the Boltzmann algorithm this quantity
is linear in a with slope =2/tr . Remarkably, for this
special choice of distributions even the simplest deterthe Hebbian rule w = +k=1 xk crk,
ministic algorithm,
achieves the same asymptotic error for small a.
In conclusion, we have shown that the Hayes algorithm
performs significantly better than the Boltzmann algorithm when learning a perceptron without noise. Our results can be extended to the case where there is noise in
the training examples without significant change in the
methodology.
They can also be used to investigate the
error and the
relationship between the generalization
average one-step information gain.
Our results show that the relationship between the
generalization error of the Bayes and the Boltzmann alof the particular assumptions
gorithms is independent
made about the densities used to choose the target perceptron and to generate the training examples, as long as
a central limit theorem holds and the replica-symmetry
assumptions made above are valid. This also holds for
the approximations
to the Hayes algorithm we have
defined using neural nets with a layer of hidden units and
a majority-gate output unit as well. Thus we expect that
the quantitative relationships shown in Fig. 1 are quite
robust, and that the use of two-layer nets with majority
output may give better generalization performance.
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